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There are those involved in higher education administrative .

l'41

cp roles who tend to believe that competencies in the management areas
.0
() 'are not really of great importance to the success of their position.
r-1
cn Some believe that once a person has achieved the ultimate of "academia"

LAJ
he can make any necessary adjustments, learn minimal key management

principles while on the job and consquently perform effectively in his

role.

One only needs to observe the administration of higher education

for a period of time to note that there are relatively few individuals

who have demonstrated success within those parameters., Management

competencies (whether naturally endowed, or learned, or both) within

the higher education system are vitally important to the effectiveness

of the institution. Even the development of a cognizance of the

complexities related to management and human endeavor Might' be of

some real value.

Particularly lacking in higher education is literature pertain-

ing to the identification and description of those competencies

important to the successful operation of middle-management personnel

in colleges and Universities and specifically, the roles of deans

and department or diviSion chairmen. An attempt is made in the

following paragraphs to identify some of these competencies and define

roles so vital to the operation of these major units within and insti-

tution.

It is an understatement to say that a university is a complex

organization with numerous subsystems and subsets. Within this pattern

even faculties tend to structure themselves bureaucratical?y in order

V) to carry on their business. Consequently, the role of the deans and

department chairmen when competing for the power, control and attherity
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necessary to see that their functions are carried out becomes quite complex

and includes many 1.7..:ances fax beyond that provided in academic training

in a subject matter field.

It has been said that the ideal middle management administrator needs

to have a "nervous constitution", one which would permit him (or het)

to live habitually within the force of conflict and tension. He (she) also

needs_the ability to reduce the various intangible faetors encountered'daily

to manageable levels of decision making and operation. Sind° the essential

activities of a college generally take place in the minds of people and

their implenleicm of ideas, reducing these to a workable power-authority-

control network becomes a not so simple task. The challenge is ohrious.

The Deanship

The variety of higher education organizational patterns in the United

States almost precludes the establishment of a single, workable definition

with respect to the deanship. John Corson' identifies a number of middle

management offices bearing the title of dean.

They fall into six general categories: (1) those with

responsibilities for the whole institution, titled. dean of

faculty, dean of the university, dean of academic affairs,

or even provost; (2) deans of students or dean of man and

dean of women; (3) deans of arts and science colleges, in-

cluding those of units within a university and of separate

liberal arts colleges (scaetimes under the title "dean of

faculty"); (4)deans of prcfessionnl schools and colleges;

(5) deant of graduate studies; and (6) deans of evening and

extension divisions.

For Our purposes, the classification of dean will be limited to

those middle management roles subordinate to the campus-wide academic

officers (vice president or provost) and usually assigned the charge of

a school, college or division having sub-units headed' by chairpersons

or some similar position.

3
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The three categories of deans within these parameters are (1) deans

of academic colleges or schools such as arts.and letters, the sciences or

----combinations of these;, (2) deans of professional schools such as law,

medicine, education, agriculture and engineering; and (3) in same instances,

deans of graduate schools and deans of evening and extension programs.

Few institutions delineate actual roles for their academic deans. An

examination of fifty institutional codes and by-laws reveals rather

general statements with respect to specific duties and only five institutions

out of twenty four surveyed reported having detailed position guides developed

internally.

The following role-guide for the deanship of a professional school in

education might well serve as a working model in developing guides for one

of the three ories of deanship.2

College of Education - General

...Related problems which concern colleges of education include:

(1) relationships with the public schools in the area upon whom

it must depend to accept its preduct as well as assisting in the

laboratory experience for teachers, (2) public relations for the

college as reflected thro4h contacts with various;coxnunities in

the service area, (3) certifying ccapletion of course requirements

for increasingly cczplox credential requirements, (4) advisement of

students interested in professional positions, (5) enforcement of

standards and regulations, (6) interpretation of policies, (7)*

research in teacher education, (8) the development of appropriate

graduate studies related to the preparation of professional

educational personnel of all levels.

The Leadership Role - The Deanship

The Dean of a college of education must provide leadership

in all of the functions listed in the foregoing paragraphs.

His spe,:.lific role might well L suLCivided into two major

categories: (1) leadership functions Nrtaining to administration

of org=i7otional detail, and (2) leadership which is concerned

with the wore abstract phascs of human engineering.

The leadership functions und= the first catefory (adminis-

tration. of organillatkmaldot.6.1) would include the folic:ming:

(1) or-apizationA reb.tionship3 within the college and betweon

the col5c1;o an..1 unit in f-he university,

(2) rceoz:d 1.1..avisik.),,3 of services for faculty, (3)

interpr.tatica of. ,:xcant.i,.11 r..Njulations, (4) evaluation of

staff:, (5) acquirimj now faculty, 46) budgetary matters
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J7) nevi legislation, (8) public relations, and (9) administration

of.a1-1:related-ditails,required-M-this office. ThiS does not

infer that the Dean must perform all these functions; it does

licever, that he has the responsibility of seeing that

they are performed in an efficient and 'accurate manner.

The second sub-division concerns the mere abstract factors

related to any leadership funoticn. These include (1) motivation,

(2) encouragement of creative, teaching, writing and ekperisnentation,

(3) utilization of resources, (4) innovation, (5) faduity

involvarent, and (6) faculty morale. The permeating factor in

the entire list of functions assumes that the faculty will .be

involved through representation or directly, in all situations

which specifically affect them or their assignment.

The Department

Historically departmentalization was a consequence of categorizing

research specializations. As professional schools developed, other sub-

urtits organized on the basis of function and services performed emerged

until new we have the current diverse organizational patterns. Mile

departmental structures appear to have several cannon or core characteristics

their operations may vary somewhat depending upon the philorzplay cf the college

and university of which they are apart. It is still true, however,

that departments generally remain as basic units of the administrative

structure ar'd have retained the power to initiate most actions affecting

the operations of the institution.

The following summarization of department structure/department

chairmen roles provide scee common factors related to function reported in

eight responses to our survey. Only twenty-four of 100 institutions

as/Contacted responded in any way.

Organization and Autonany of the Department

A department, the basic instructional administrative unit estab-

lished by the University, shall be orgrnized by its faculty for

the purpose of carrying on instruction and research in a partic-

ular field or fields of knowledge. The faculty of a department

shall include all 1-:arsons of the rank of instructor or above %%b an,

on the nanination of the chzeirman and Wan of the College, are

appointed or assigned to it. when individuals who do not already

5



hold rank as full-time nnmbers of the teaching faculty are employed

for administrative positions and are given academic rank, such rank

shall bd granted in a particular academic department only with the

'approval of the department in question.

The department as an entity may be assumed to have-the fullest

measure of autonomy consistent with the maintenance of college and

University educational policy and correct academic and administrative

pelations with the other divisions of the University. Should

dispute arise between a department and another unit of the

University concerning the proper limits of authority and responsibility,

the department may appeal to the Dean for a ruling. If necessary,

it may then appeal to the Vice President and, thence, to the

President.

2. Duties of the Denartment Chairmen

2.1 Organize the department. Organization of each departnent shall

be done jointly by the faculty and the chairman and may be altered

by mutual agreement at amy time (a request for change may be

initiated by two-thinF.s cf the faculty.) Final approval must be

given by the college.

2.2 Communicate with the department for the administration.

2.3 Communicate with the administration for the department.

2.4 Assume responsibility for his

a. Initiate recomrendations

b. Initiate, recanmendations

c. Initiate recoevendations

d. Initiate recenvendations

e. Initiate recorarendaticns

f. Initiate reconrendations

g. Initiate reccarendations

h. Initiate recamendations
scholarships.

staff:
for new appointments.
for reappointments.
for salaryChanges.
for terminations.
for tenure.
for leaves of absence.
for promotions.
for assistantships, fellowships, and

2.5 Prepare budget requests and supervise the expenditure of funds

allocated to the department.

2.6 Recommend the appointment of and supervise the work of non-academic

deparbnent staff.

2.7 Supervise the use and assignment of allocated deparbnental space

(excluding general classreems), facilities, equipment, and

supplies and maintain an inventory of the latter two.

2.8 Hold resiular department meetings, as seems most appropriate

within the organization. of the department; also upon request

of any member of the deparbleint faculty.

2:9 Arrange teaching schedules and other prograirs, including graduate

offerings, if any, fel the most effective use of faculty resources.



2.10 Initiate and/or coreider proposal for changes in the curricula,-

including graduate programs, if any, and forward to the Dean of

the College for disposition.

2.11 Be responsible for the execution of college and University

policies and regulations.

2.12 Strive constantly to improee the quality of teaching and research.

2.13 Create the proper intellectual envirorment for the best development

of scholarship.

2.14 Work with the Director of the Library to enrich the collection,

giving due attention to planned research and future growth of

the department.

2.15 Make recommendations through the Dean of the college or the

Director 02 Summer and Off-Campus Programs as to proposals

for course offerings in the sumer school aret personnel to,

be employed.

2.16 Represent the department before committees, councils, and other

bodies when requested to do so.

2.17 Be responsible for revision ccpy for the catalog and other

bulletins, including major and minor requirements, and consult

other members of the department where desirable.

2.18 Coerdinate andIttake reeoxeerelations eeneerning the advising of

majors in the departMents.

2.19 Cooperate with the department and the administration in planning

physical facilities appropriate to the functions of the department.

2.20 Encourage research and publication. Meet with individual faculty

members on opeortunity for, and support of, individual research

or study.

2.21 Orient mew faculty members in departmental policies and procedures.

2.22 Be responsible for the discharge of unspecified duties pertinent

to his office.

Department chairmen generally are chosen in one of three ways or combinations:

(1) through direct appointment by the President, Vice President or Dean

upon consultation with the faculty, (2) appointment contingert upon ncmi-

naUon of the faculty, and (3) election. Chairmen genarally are middle-

m3nagomcnt personnel and as a rule should be appointedwitt. same form of

faculty consultation involved. The practice of rotating leaders every



two or three years usually is not effective since-icontinuity is limited.

It takes time to learn the procedures established in a bureaucracy and

consequent effectiveness both politically and administratively may be

considerably diminished when selection is based upon popularity or

politics with little interest or preparation in the leadership role as

a factor.

Dean - Chairmen Relationship

The relationship between the Dean and his Departnent Chairman

obviously depends upon both personal and operational factorea. If position

guides are developed to provide the foundation necessary for decision-

making, and if the personnel involved have some understanding of the

admiiistrative process and are individuals of corm= sense and compassion

then a positive working relationship is possible. Both positions are

basically responsible for the same things at different levels of decision

making. The following diagram depicts this relationship with respect to

certain selected responsibilities.
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Faculty and student participation in all of these functions are

essential elemants.

Whatever organizational units are developed within a college, school

or division, they should be constructed around related functions, each

area having defined responsibility, authority and a clearly understodd

chain of =wand.

One of the really "sticky" situations in a. large number of insti-

tutions is the relationship of the graduate dean with the academic deans,

the academic programs, the deparl.lnents, faculties and students. The

greateSt amount of disconte:± appears to be evident in those institutions

where the dual control concept over faculties and students is involved

GrA4.:tre

in/1)1:0gram administration. The more leaders to whom saprson is directly

responsible, the more danger there appears to be of a fragmented pluralism

developing in the administrative process. Confusing frustration and

.unproductive conflict are often the'by-products.

In those institutions where the graduate dean Serves as a coordi-

nator and provides services for students and faculty and the programs

remain the responsibility of the academic or professionil school deans,

the entire operation functions at a much more effective and efficient levels.

Competencies

Certain basic campetencies (skills and understandings) are both

characteristics and necessary for the success of administration (middle

management) in higher education.

Three of these and their sub-ccmpetencies are

A. Understanding the Nature and Setting' for Administration in

Higher Education

--The Context

--The Administrativo rroccso

- -To- c1.7Tship: Definitions, Images, and Dynamics

9
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--Process and Institutional Organization

B. Decision Making and Communication .

--Understanding the Decision Making Process

--Carmunication: What it is, how it_ works

C. Understanding the Practice of Administration

--Roles of middle managanent personnel

--Selection of Personnel

--Program Development

--Budget Development

--Plant and facilities utilization

It is virtually impossible to develop all of these in depth in this

article. However, each of these competencies will be generally defined

and discussed to a limited extent in the following paragraphs.

CCLAPErarY I

Understanding the Nature and Setting for Administration in Higher. Education

In any institution the formal organizational structure serves as

the primary source of power in decision making. How individuals interact

within this structure depends a great deal upon the perceptions of

leadership that students, faculty and administrators have of their position

in this operational matrix.

Kingman Brewster Jr? concluded that a majority of faculty were not

sufficiently interested in devoting a majority of their time and, tention

to the running of a university to the point that the concept of

"participatory democracy" will be truly democratic. Other data tend

to support this concept. A majority of faculty are interested in

teaching, research, publication and service cu they should be. In a sense,

because of their relatively narrow interests and their in-depth training

in specific subject area faculty tend to live in an atmosphere of

10
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"isolated proximity." Becoming involved in administrative pluralism and

political unuerism is usually not their "bag."

Faculty senates generally involve a relatively small number of staff

and a smaller nuMber of students in their decision making process. Armlet:

smaller endless representative proportion of this group participate and are

identified as the more vocal, active personalities. At'times this type

of parallel, administrative structure inhibits effective decision =icing

since it is almost impossible to Ideate all parameters relating directly

to toles and the authority necessary for the decision to the finalized and

an institutional commitment made.

This doeS not preclude considerable faculty involvement in decision

making (transactional style) middle-levels of management in an institution

but does require a knowledge of management skills and processes to

enable any decisions to be made at..all. Brewstee:inEerprets his feelings

relative to the sharing of the breeder decision making processes at the

higher level in this manner.

Not only the capacity to make decisions boldly and consistently

but also the quality of those decisions urges thatinherently

executive matters not be distorted by being poured into a

quasi-legislative group in the name of representaticn.

Universities are notorious for their ineffective, time wasting, time

consmang committee structures. Although cemmittees are a necessary

component for in -put relative to the decision making process, few

effectively contribute to the goals or purposes designated. At all levels

of university administration, even themiddlemanagement areas, the concept

of "isolated proximity"
where each feeulty member as a specialist in

a certain field is expected to talk to rather than talk at another colleague

with a diverse bad:grouixl often prohibits consensus on the issue at hand

wtach may be totally foreign to each member of the comaittee.

11
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Keltner5, in discussing 'principles relating to group

decisions concluded that

The more abstract the proposition under consideration,
the greater the possibilities of joint agreement, and
the more concrete the proposition under consideration,
she less opportunity for full agreemebt.

He also indicated that aarcement was not synonomotis with

commitment and when agreement is imposed upon a group via

forced consensus there will, in all probability, be no real

Commitment on part of some members of the group although a

representative decision will be recorded. These committee

decisions are more "ceremonial" than sincere.
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By definition an organization provides for the arr6hgement

of personnel to facilitate the accomplishment of some common (path).

This generally requires (1) a describable structure, (2) a structured

expression for rational action (process) and (3) provisions for a

system of cooperation. One sign of a healthy organization is its

ability to effectively orient new members and slough off those who

cannot perform or produce.

Whenever any organization attempts to develop a clear-cut

division' of its activities with a hierarchially arranged authority

pattern a beauracracy is formed. Faculty to a great degree are controlled

by their social, political and professional (technical) relationship to

this beauracracy. Few university scientists, for example, own their

an equipment. To complete their work they must be employed by an

organization which owns the cyclotron, the test tube and the laboratory

facility. The legal authority with respect to decision making becomes

more ccmplex when these circumstances are understood.

The chain of command within a line and staff pattern generally

runs from the legislature, a governing board, the president, his

appointed administrators, deans, department Chairpersont and faculty.

Staff positions are those special roles which extend or evolve from any of

the line positions but do not have line authority except through the

administrative position from which they evolved. Examples are librarians,

legal officers, publications specialists, budget officers, maintenance,

research officers, etc.

The institutional character of a university and its sub-systems

is determined by the operational philosophy of the appointed status

leaders. Whether the administrative unit is centraliZed/decentralized,

or tall (layered)/ flat depends upon the leadership and its knowledge

13
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of organization and operation. Obviously unusual pressures frown above

can seriously restrict the effectiveness of deans and department

chairmen.

A "tall" organization is so structured that numerous hierarchical

channels must be followed before any type of formal decision can be made

and action taken. A "flat" organization is designed to allow the

president or his inuediate subordinates to have direct lines to the,

base of the organization while by-passing the middle - management

areas. This type of structure often is highly centralized and provides

the chief officer with almost total control over the institution --

an impossible assignment. An overly decentralized organizational

patternanows almost total authority and autonomy at middle management

levels. This too in practice hinders the process of interaction between

all levels of the hierarchy. Obviously a combination of these structures

is the most workable, its effectiveness based upon the goals, needs and

talents available in each institution.

Numerous studies have been conducted in business, industry and education

relating to qualities of good and bad leaders. Some characteristics

common to good leadership observed in most of these studies were

1. People not "thing" oriented

2. Self-confidence: Believe they can do well and they their

subordinates can do well

3. Capacity for empathy

4. Effectiveness often depends upon "fit" within a situation

Leadershin Styles

Enezevich6identifies three basic leadership styles which leaders

impractically any role develogy One, classified as nomothetic is the

14
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by-the-book, code or institutional oriented leader. Decisions are

based purely upon the rules and regulations developed thus relieving

any major personal responsibility for unpleasant decisions that

need to be made. Insecure, unknowledgable administrators often

develop this style of operation. A second is labeled as ideographic.

ThiS is an ego centered style which places the self and personality

in opposition to the institutional guides and policies. In this

style of operation promises are made in response to varying and

even differing pressures with little consideration for institutional

guidelines. The real difficulty lies in finally being 'required

to make .a decision affecting these various committments.

The third style of leadership is defined as transactional

or subordinate centered. This utilizes a goal-oriented subordinate

involvement decision making process following institutional

guidelines and policy but operating so that the individual

personality is not destroyed. Exceptions may be made not necessarily

on expediency but with serious thought given to the consequences

of the decision. This is by far the most demancUng yet

effective style of leadership.

Martha A. Brown
7 of Stephen Austin State University conducted

a study of what kind of leaders faculty wanted. She surveyed

upper academic rank faculty in twenty eight public colleges

and universities in four states. A summary of her study indicated

that:

1. ...there is a strong relationship between the professor's

satisfaction with the interaction of his superior and

the leadership style of that superior.

15
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2. ...data from this study tend to indicate that there is

a stronger dislike of authoritarian than a liking

for democratic styles.

3. ...while the professors clearly preferred a subordinate-

centered 19adership they do not necessarily favor the

most extreme of the transactional style.

4. ...in this study the professors stated a preference for

a leader who presents problem, gets suggestions, makes

decisions or defines limits and asks colleagues to help

him make decisions, as opposed to the more authoritarian

decision-making arrangements.

Final or ultimate responsibility cannot'be delegated. These

generally have legal basis and can only be changed in the courts

or through law. However task responsibility with commensurate

authority to make decisions may be and should be delegated.

Whenever a position such as a chairmanship is delegated three

major points should be clearly in the mind of both the appointer

and the appointee.

1. A clear assignment of duties should be identified.

2. Authority commensurate with the assignment should be

given. The delegate must be allowed to make commitments

Within the parameters of his assignment.

3. There is an obligation on the part of the subordinate

to the executive for satisfactory performance.

16
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COMPETENCY 11

Decision Making and Communications._

The Decision Making Process

The process of decision making is simple to outline.. The

implementation of the process is a complex one, however, and

becomes quite complicated if all the consequences are considered.

The steps involved are

1. Recognition of and identification of the problem.

2. Study the problem-utilize resources and consultants.

(Avoid using too many consultants.)

3. List all alternatives and their consequences.

4. Establish priorities based on consequences.

5. Make decision.

6. Evaluation of consequences.

The integrity of leadership and the subseql.ent decision

making process develops the confidence necessary for the

positive operation of any institution. Autocratic or anarchic

decision making patterns often reflect insecurity and lack of

experience on the part of the dean of department chairperson.

The consultative process must be open and free and delegation of

the assignment related to the decision must be cleat and provide the

discretionary authority necessary.

The human sacrifice concept sometimes utilized by

administrators is unrealistic more often than not. One shouldn't

accept a position intending to be a martyr-he(she) might

succeed and at times with little or no benefit to the department

or school. Goodleadrzs are not expendable, they are vitally

impocLant to the effectiveness of any program of project.

17
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Collegial man.wemeMshould seprerto create a sense of

17

common purpose,and_achevement--an atmosphere for motivation

an aura of _mutual stimulation., Decisions then result in a

greater number of commitments than agreements or simple

acquiesence. Good governance places an extraordinary emphasis

upon the consultation process and the effective use of compromise.

Perhaps dears and chairpersons should act more as consultants,

sounding boards and communication interfaces rather than a role

playing, status seeking leaders.

As Alvin Toffler has pointed out both in his speeches and

writings decision making in this accelerated, revolutionaiy

society must be made more quickly and the consequences of these

actions last for a much shorter period of time. More "first time"

things are happening than ever before in higher education and

one competency that administrators must develop is the ability

to accept diversity and adapt to the anti-massification movement

so clearly developing in our society.

There simply will be more new decisions in a more decentralized

institutional pattern. The middle management leader will need to

develop a new system of communicatiomand a new sense of

openness toward the whole concept of change.

It is not always possible for the department chairman or dean

to provide a highly intellectualized form of leadership. His main

function at 8:00 a.m. might be to have a portion of the floor

cleaned in a classroom or a lock fixed on a faculty member's

door. That's the way it often is regardless of what one believes.

18
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Communication

To permit good communications flow one should not establish

hazy, poorly defined chains of command. A professional skepticism

exists regarding any administrator in higher education and one

should not strive to re-enforce such an attitude thorugh poor

administrative procedures. Communications channels should be just

that and not devised to delay, emasculate or divert information.

Open dissemination of information greatly affects relationships

with faculty. However, indiscriminate distribution can lead to

misunderstanding and Communication is more than verbal.

It involves the transmission of beliefs, ideals, personal traits

even emotions and any abortion of these values add to the

complexity of the leadership process.

COMPETENCY III

Understanding the Practice of Administration

John Corson
8in defining management tasks writes

A principal task of management.is to.
receive information, to compare this infor-
mation with some ideal and to issue orders

which it believes will make the enterprise

more effective.

Management roles require knowledge about name areas. These

include budgets, facilities, programs, decisions, personnel,

politics, rules and regulations, political processes, change

processes and on and on.

The higher education manager needs to learn or develop some

understanding of all of these factors. He needs to develop a

sense of timing with respect to decisions and their effect on

the area involved. Clearly the knowledge required of the

19



sub-competencies in this unit provide the "gut" data necessary

for the institution to function well.

Summary

19

There is no doubt that academic leadership requires courage.

Middle management leaders must work effectively with students,

faculty, administrators, regents, the public, the community,

the state, the nation and even world forces in some instances.

He must be a consultant, a listener, a communicator, a

change agent, a fund raiser, an evaluator, a teacher, a decision

maker and a scholar. Such competencies are not ones generdlly

"picked up" in a year or so without in.depth study and training.

One cannot exist long nor work effectively unless he has certain

personal qualities of which humaneness is vital. The effective

higher education leader must be an actualizing individual --

one who appreciates himself, respects others and recognize

the unique worth and potential of human beings.
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